My Tweets Finishing Directions

Block Borders:
Each block will need two of the borders shown below. Use 1.5” x 2.5” rectangles to construct.

Measure the length of the short border. Cut Block into a square using this dimension. Attach the two short borders to opposite sides with dark colored points pointing toward the center. Attach remaining borders to opposite sides.

There is a tutorial for sawtooth borders on my blog at www.erinrussek.typepad.com under the sawtooth border tab under categories.

Center Block Borders:
The center block will need two of each of these borders.

Measure the length of the short border. Cut the center block into a square using this dimension. Attach the two short borders to opposite sides with dark points facing in. Attach longer borders to remaining sides.

Final Assembly:
Each block with the borders attached should be approximately a 16.5” square. The center square will be 34.5”.

Assemble according to the layout shown:

Yardage:
Border fabric 5 3/8 yards
White background fabric 1 1/2 yards
For sawtooth borders cut from each:
400 rectangles 1 1/2” x 2 1/2”
52 squares 1 1/2” x 1 1/2”

From border fabric:
Sashing Strip A:
Cut 8, 2.5” x 16.5” strips
Sashing Strip B:
Cut 2, 2.5” x 70.5” strips
Sashing Strip C:
Cut 2, 2.5” x 34.5” strips
Border D:
Cut 2, 8.5” x 70.5” strips
Border E:
Cut 2, 8.5” x 86.5” strips
Bind with border fabric
* cut borders longer and trim if desired